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Critical behavior of La 0.75Sr0.25MnO3
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Magnetization, susceptibility, and specific heat measurements were made on a single crystal of
La0.75Sr0.25MnO3. The ferromagnetic-to-paramagnetic phase transition was found at 346 K and four critical
exponents were measured as:a50.0560.07,b50.4060.02,g51.2760.06, andd54.1260.33. The values
of critical exponents are all between mean-field values and three-dimensional-~3D!-Ising-model values. The
scaling behavior is well obeyed for all measurements, and the associated exponent relations are well satisfied,
validating the critical analysis. Although the cubic crystal structure of this material makes the 3D Heisenberg
the expected model, uniaxial magnetic anisotropy arising from the shape of the sample causes the 3D Ising
model to be important within the experimental temperature range.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.65.214424 PACS number~s!: 75.40.Cx, 75.30.Vn, 64.60.Fr
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I. INTRODUCTION

Interest in the perovskite manganitesA12xBxMnO3 ~A,
trivalent rare earth;B, divalent metal! has revived since the
discovery1 of colossal magnetoresistance~CMR! near the
Curie temperatureTC for x near 0.3. Some manganites a
also believed to possess strongly spin-split bands, leadin
what is called half-metallicity~complete spin polarization o
the charge carriers at the Fermi level!. The magnetotranspor
behavior and the possibility of applications utilizing CMR
half-metallicity motivated intensive studies on the under
ing physics.2,3 Above TC , CMR perovskite manganites ar
paramagnetic insulators~insulating in the sense that th
temperature dependence of the resistivitydr/dT,0!. As
the temperature is decreased belowTC , they become ferro-
magnetic metals. Among the perovskite mangani
La12xSrxMnO3 ~LSMO! has the highestTC;370 K. Re-
placement of La by Pr, Nd, and Sm or of Sr by Ca, Ba, a
Pb results in distortions of MnO6 octahedra in the pseudocu
bic structure ~hence increased electron-phonon couplin!,
lower TC , and higher resistivity by several orders
magnitude.4 The lower-TC materials are reported to exhib
phase separation of metallic and insulating regions be
TC ,5 leading to a possible first-order phase transition atTC .6

La12xSrxMnO3 however is the most metallic in the manga
ite family and therefore has the most itinerant electro
There is a report of phase separation on the surface of LS
by scanning-tunnel-microscope experiment, but other b
experiments indicate no phase separation.7

For a second-order phase transition near the critical t
perature, where a correlation length can be defined, the
cific heat, spontaneous magnetization@MS[M (H50)#, and
initial magnetic susceptibility (x[]M /]HuH50) show
power-law dependence on the reduced temperature,t[(T
2TC)/TC . Also at TC , M has a power-law dependenc
on H,
0163-1829/2002/65~21!/214424~7!/$20.00 65 2144
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C1~T!;Autu2a/a, t.0,

C2~T!;A8utu2a8/a8, t,0,

MS~T!;Butub, t,0,

x~T!;Cutu2g, t.0,

M ~H !;DH1/d, t50.

HereA, A8, B, C, andD are constants. Scaling requires th
a5a8. In addition, there are two exponent relations th
limit the number of independent variables to two,

a12b1g52,

g5b~d21!.

Separate studies of magnetization and specific heat cri
phenomena have been reported, both on single crystals
on polycrystalline samples.3,8–10These have indicated incon
sistent results, with magnetization critical exponents vary
fairly widely. For characterization of critical phenomen
high-quality samples with a large grain size and preferabl
single crystal are needed to avoid smearing ofTC . For epi-
taxial thin-film samples, the small signal makes it hard to
data of the quality needed for critical analysis, given t
signal-to-noise ratio. Also asT gets nearTC , the correlation
length can be of the order of the thickness of the sample, t
switching from three-dimensional~3D! to 2D behavior. A
single crystal of La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 was measured by Ghos
et al., who found b50.3760.04, g51.2260.03, and d
54.2560.2, fit with a reduced temperaturet range of 0.002
to 0.03.3 Mohanet al. measured a polycrystalline sample
La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 and found significantly different values:b
50.5060.02, g51.0860.03, andd53.1360.2 ~all much
closer to mean-field values! with utu,0.008.9 It is not clear if
the differences reflect the polycrystalline nature, the differ
©2002 The American Physical Society24-1
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composition, or the differentt range. Neutron-scatterin
studies on a single crystal of La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 yielded a value
of b50.295 but thet range used was somewhat far from t
transition.10 Lin et al. measured magnetization exponents
La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 and foundb50.31 andd55.1, fit in a non-
specified t range, and a specific heat critical exponenta,
which is anomalously large~10.16! and inconsistent with
their magnetization data.8 For these reasons, we report here
study of the specific heat, magnetic susceptibility, and sp
taneous magnetization on a single sample of single cry
La0.75Sr0.25MnO3 very nearTC .

II. EXPERIMENT

A. Specific-heat measurement

Single crystal La0.75Sr0.25MnO3 was made by a floating
zone process. Viretet al. previously made small-angle, po
larized neutron-scattering measurements11 on a sample from
the same batch. The sample used in the specific heat m
surement is a thin flake of approximate dimensions
30.530.5 mm3, weighing 212mg. To make this measure
ment, we used a microcalorimeter originally developed
our group to measure the specific heat of thin films of thi
ness 200–400 nm weighing 2–20mg.12 For this experiment,
we modified the design of the microcalorimeter to allow
to measure a bulk sample attached by indium. The modi
calorimetry device consists of a 1.5-mm-thick amorphous
silicon-nitride membrane of 535 mm2 lateral size. The cen
tral 2.532.5-mm2 sample area is covered by a 1.5-mm-thick
evaporated gold film, which has high thermal conductiv
Indium was used to thermally and physically attach
sample to the gold layer. Due to the high thermal conduc
ity of the gold layer and the poor thermal conductivity of t
amorphous SiN membrane, the sample area is linked to
Si frame only by a very weak thermal link and is effective
isothermal on the experimental time scale. On the front s
of the membrane, platinum thermometers and heaters w
evaporated and patterned by photolithography. The re
ation method was used to measure the heat capacity. R
ence 12 describes the experiment in more detail.

Figure 1 shows a schematic of the series of experime
performed to measure the specific heatCP of the single crys-
tal La0.75Sr0.25MnO3. Figures 1~a!–1~c! are side views of the
micro-calorimetry device in three different stages of the
periment. Fig. 1~a! shows theCP1 measurement; this in
cludes the heat capacity of the Au layer, the Pt heater
thermometer, and the silicon-nitride membrane. Seventy-
micrograms of In is then bonded to the gold layer, using
hot plate to melt In, after whichCP2 was measured as show
in Fig. 1~b!. The heat capacity of the 72mg of In was deter-
mined by subtractingCP1 from CP2. The single-crystal
manganite sample did not stick well to the In~even above the
In melting temperature! without applying pressure, which
has a danger of breaking the SiN membrane. Instead
pressed the sample into an additional 96mg of In. This
sample/In piece can then be attached easily to the existin
on the device, once again using a hot plate. Figure 1~c!
shows the device with additional In and bulk sample, m
sured asCP3. SubtractingCP2 from CP3 yields the heat
21442
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capacity of 96mg of In and 212mg of La0.75Sr0.25MnO3.
Since we have already measured the specific heat of I
CP2, the heat capacity of 96mg of In can be subtracted
yielding the heat capacity of La0.75Sr0.25MnO3.

B. Magnetization measurements

Another thin flake~0.230.730.8 mm3; 750mg! of single
crystal La0.75Sr0.25MnO3, grown and cut from the same batc
as the sample used in the specific heat experiment, was
for magnetization measurements. Room-temperature to
magnetometry was first used to characterize the magn
anisotropy. Shape anisotropy was found to dominate the
trinsic cubic anisotropy. The sample has an easy plane
magnetization ~perpendicular hard axis withKH55.1
3105 dyne/cm2!, and within the plane, the easy axis is alo
the longest body diagonal of the slightly rhombic sha
(KE58.13104 dyne/cm2).

A Quantum Design dc superconducting quantum interf
ence device magnetometer was used to measure the ma
tization. All measurements were made with the magne
field applied along the easy axis. Figure 2 shows the mag
tization versus applied field@M (Ha)# curves at different
temperatures. At very low temperatures, the saturated m
netization reached the expected spin-only magnetization
3.75mB /Mn atom. The reduction of magnetization due
spin canting reported elsewhere for a polycrystalli
sample13 was not observed. The coercivity is very low~less

FIG. 1. Side view of microcalorimetry device and sample sho
ing steps used to measureCP(T). ~a! MeasureCP1; includes Au
conduction layer, Pt heater and thermometer, and SiN membr
~b! Measure CP2 after attaching 72mg of In. CP22CP1
5heat capacity of 72-mg In. ~c! MeasureCP3 after attaching an-
other 96 mg of In and 212mg of La0.75Sr0.25MnO3. CP32CP2
5heat capacity of 96mg of In1212mg of La0.75Sr0.25MnO3. Sub-
traction of In contribution@596/72* (CP22CP 1)# gives CP of
La0.75Sr0.25MnO3
4-2
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CRITICAL BEHAVIOR OF La0.75Sr0.25MnO3 PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 214424
than 10 Oe! and no hysteresis was observed at fields.100
Oe, most likely due to the sample quality and single-crys
nature. The steep rise inM nearHa50 is due to domain-wall
movement.M (Ha) is linear untilM is very near the sponta
neous magnetizationMS for each temperature. From th
slope of theM (Ha) curve near zero field, the demagnetiz
tion factorD was calculated,D5Ha /M . The demagnetiza
tion field HD5DM is small compared to the high applie
fields ~less than 4% at 10 000 Oe!, and becomes more sig
nificant at low applied fields reaching 50% around 400 O
In order to minimize the error arising from the determinati
of D, only data withHD less than 50% ofHa were used in
the critical analysis below. Throughout this article,Ha stands
for the applied field andH5Ha2HD5Ha2DM is the cor-
rected magnetic field after subtraction of the demagnetiza
field.

III. RESULTS

A. Specific heat

Figure 3 shows the specific heat of La0.75Sr0.25MnO3 be-
tween 80 and 430 K. Above the transition temperature,
absolute value of the specific heat is just above the Dulo
Petit limit, 125 J/mol K 1 mole of La0.75Sr0.25MnO3 weighs
229 g and has one acoustic mode and four optical modes
formula unit. Since the phonon contribution is dominant
this high temperature, almost all phonon modes must be
cited to account for this large value of the specific heat, i
Debye and Einstein temperatures less than 400 K. In add
to the phonon contribution, there will be an electronic sp
cific heat gT;3 J K1 mol21 and a positive dilation term
(CP2CV);0.4 J K21 mol21, due to the expansion of th
sample. These two contributions are less than 3% of the t
CP , based on low-temperature determinations ofg
;3 – 6 mJ K22 mol21 ~Refs. 4 and 14! and estimates o
(CP2CV) from thermal-expansion measurements of LSM
~Ref. 15! and bulk modulus of La1.8Sr0.2CuO4.

16,17

The most obvious feature inCP(T) is thel-shaped peak
located near 347 K associated with the phase transition.
sharpness of the peak indicates the uniformity and homo

FIG. 2. M vs Ha hysteresis curves along the easy axis at diff
ent temperatures. Low-field susceptibility gives demagnetiza
factor D, due to small shape anisotropy of slab-shaped sample
21442
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neity of this single-crystal sample. After an initial specifi
heat measurement to locate the peak temperature, we v
the temperature near the peak by small amounts to get m
data points near the critical temperature to do scaling an
sis. CP(T) near TC is composed of a smooth backgroun
plus a singular part,CS , due to the magnetic phase trans
tion. The smooth background comes primarily from phono
and free electrons, but can also include a non-singular c
tribution to the magnetic specific heat. As is commonly do
we assumed that this background in the small region neaTC
between 321 and 354 K is linear in temperature. We used
least-squares method to fitCP(T) data. Following the
method of Kornblit and Ahlers,18 the functions we used to fi
CP(T) in this region are

CP
1~ t !5~A/a!utu2a1B1Ct for t.0,

CP
2~ t !5~A8/a!utu2a1B1Ct for t,0.

Here C represents the slope of the underlying physi
smooth background.C has to be the same above and belo
TC because the smooth background should not have a
continuous derivative atTC . B consists of the specific hea
of the underlying smooth background atTC (B1) plus a con-
stantB2 . B2 is used to fit the critical region in conjunctio
with a simple power-law term.18 Therefore,B5B11B2 .
B11C t is the physical smooth background containing t
noncritical contributions of phonons, electrons, and magn
excitations. The alternative approach, which is often used
to fit the physical smooth background throughTC using the
measuredCP(T) far from TC or using high fields to suppres
the fluctuations. In this case, a different form forCP

1 andCP
2

is used. The merits of these two approaches have been
cussed by Kornblit and Ahlers.18 It is certain that the same
value of B1 should be used for both above and belowTC ,
because the smooth background has to be continuous atTC .
If we assume the continuity of total specific heatCP(T) at
the critical temperature whena,0 ~cusp!, then the same
value ofB2 ~hence the same value ofB! above and belowTC
is necessary. Note that in the case ofa,0, B is larger than

FIG. 3. Specific heat of La0.75Sr0.25MnO3 obtained following
procedure outlined in Fig. 1. Sample mass was 212mg. 1 mole
weighs 229 g. Heat capacity of the sample was of the order of 5
of the total measured heat capacityCP3.
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CP(T), and B1C t lies above the specific heat curve a
though of courseB11C t lies below. WhetherB2 is continu-
ous for a.0 is not as obvious. Kornblit and Alhers dis
cussed this issue in their work and chose to constrain it to
continuous.18 We have followed this method and also ha
constrained it to be continuous. We assumeda(t.0)
5a8(t.0), adopting scaling theory.B andC were then var-
ied over a wide range and we adjustedTC for each set of
parameters~B, C! to satisfya5a8. We definedx2 as

x25 (
t i.0

@CP2$~A/a!ut i u2a1B1Cti%#2

~0.005CP
2 !

1 (
t i50

@CP2$~A8/a8!ut i u2a81B1Cti%#2

~0.005CP
2 !

,

wheret i denotes each experimental reduced temperaturex2

is a measure of the quality of the fit. In calculatingx2, each
data point had a weight of 1/(0.005CP)2, where we esti-
mated 0.5% error inCP(T) data. Absolute accuracy inCP is
estimated to be62%, dominated by uncertainty in the ad
denda subtraction and in the absolute temperature sca
the commercially calibrated thermometers. Relative pre
sion is estimated at 0.5% and is dominated by noise. We u
the grid-search method19 to get the best fit with the lowes
x2. The parameters with the best fit wereB55.26, C
5147.55, andTC5347.22 K. Assuming the smooth phys
cally relevant backgroundB1;130 from Fig. 3, B25B

FIG. 4. log10(CS) vs log10(utu) fit for both t,0 and t.0.
a(t.0)5a8(t,0)50.05. The slope is2a.
21442
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2B1;2125. The value ofC is large compared to the ex
pected background slope of;50. Forcing the background to
fit the apparent slope of 50 changesa to 0.06 with a slightly
worse fit; this value ofa is within the range we find below
for a, hence the difference is not significant.

Defining the singular part of the specific heat,

CS~ t !5CP~ t !2~B1Ct!5~A/a!utu2a,

log10CS vs log10utu will yield two straight lines fort,0 and
t.0 with the slope of2a. Figure 4 shows the log-log plo
with the parameters mentioned above. The critical expon
a was 0.05.x2 contour plots were used to determine t
range of a within the two standard-deviation contour fo
95% confidence levels. From this, the range ofa was deter-
mined as~20.022, 0.11!. The reduced temperature range f
this determination is27.331022,t,23.631024.

The amplitude ratioA/A8 is also a universal quantity with
large variation between different universality classes. T
value 0.81 in Table I is the result of the best fit describ
above. The range ofA/A8 is obtained using the same tw
standard-deviation contour forx2. The values forA/A8 ~and
the error bars! are anticorrelated to the values ofa, e.g., for
a520.022,A/A851.1 and fora510.12,A/A850.63.

B. Magnetization

We used a modified Arrot plot scheme to determine
critical exponentsb andd, as reviewed by Kaul.20 The scal-
ing equation of state

~H/M !1/g5at1bM1/b

causes isothermal curves ofM (H) data to fall into a set of
parallel straight lines in a plot ofM1/b vs (H/M )1/g if the
correct values ofb and g are chosen. For the mean-fie
values ofb50.5 andg51, this is the well-known Arrot-
Kouvel plot, but departures from mean-field values nece
tate the use of this modified Arrot plot. Note that the inte
cepts of the isotherms on thex and y axes are (1/x)1/g for
t.0 andMS

1/b for t.0, respectively. The isothermal line tha
passes through the origin is the critical isotherm atT5TC .
To find the correct values ofb andg, an initial choice ofb
and g is made, yielding quasi-straight lines in the modifie
Arrot plot. From these initial values ofb andg, linear fits to
the isotherms are made to get the intercepts givingMS(T)
and x(T), and an initial value ofTC was determined from
the isotherm that passes through the origin. From th
TABLE I. Comparison of measured critical exponents with different theoretical models.

a b g d A/A8

This work 0.0560.07 0.4060.02 1.2760.06 4.1260.33 0.8170.18/0.29a

t range~this work! ~0.000 36, 0.073! ~0.000 006, 0.0004! ~0.0006, 0.006! N/A
MF theory 0~discontinuity! 0.5 1.0 3.0
3D Ising model 0.11 0.325 1.24 4.82 0.524
3D XY model 20.007 0.333 1.34 1.03
3D Heisenberg model20.115 0.365 1.336 4.80 1.521

aValues fora andA/A8 are correlated.A/A850.63 whena50.12; A/A851.1 whena520.022.
4-4
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MS(t) data, a new value ofb is obtained from a ln@MS(t)# vs
ln(utu) plot by fitting the data to a straight line, the slope
which is 1/b. Similarly a new value ofg is obtained from the
ln(1/x) vs ln(t) plot. These new values ofb andg are then
used to make a new modified Arrot plot. From this ne
modified Arrot plot, improved values ofTC , MS(T), and
x(T) are obtained, yielding better values ofb and g. By
iterating this method, the values ofTC , b, andg converged
to stable values. Figure 5 is the final result of these iterati
for 400 Oe,Ha,10 000 Oe. As previously discussed, fiel
below 400 Oe were not included because the uncertaint
the demagnetization correction becomes large. The isothe
in Fig. 5 are quite parallel with slopes within 1% of ea
other. TC was determined from Fig. 5 to be 345.6 K b
finding the isotherm passing through the origin. This value
TC differs by;1.5 K ~,0.5%! from the value obtained from
specific-heat measurement, due most likely to slightly diff
ent thermometer calibrations for each experimental se
since the absolute value of commercial thermometers is
calibrated better than 1%.~The relative values of tempera
ture, required for the critical analysis, are however far be
than 1%.! From thex andy intercepts of Fig. 5,MS(T) and
1/x(T) were obtained as shown in Figs. 6~a! and 6~b!. The
insets show the ln-ln plots used to get the final values ob
and g. Error bars come from the deviation of the lea
squares fit analysis. The value ofb50.4060.02 is near the
3D Heisenberg ferromagnet value of 0.37. The value og
51.2760.06 is near but smaller than the 3D Heisenb
value 1.39. The reduced-temperature range used for thes
is 631024– 631023(t.0) and 631026– 431023(t,0).

The M (H) curve at the critical temperature,TC
5345.6 K, is plotted in Fig. 7. From the ln-ln plot shown
the inset, the critical exponentd54.12, significantly smaller
than the 3D Heisenberg value of 4.8 but larger than
mean-field value of 3.0.d determined from neighboring tem
peratures, 345.4 and 345.8 K, were 4.09 and 4.45, res
tively. From this the error ofd was set asd54.1260.33.

As a further test, the static-scaling hypothesis predicts
M (t,H) is a universal function oft andH,

FIG. 5. Modified Arrot plot after 30 iterations for the conve
gence ofb and g. Isothermal curves fall into a set of paralle
straight lines. Intercepts giveMS(T) and 1/x(T).
21442
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M ~ t,H !/tb5 f 6@H/t ~b1g!#,

wheref 1 is for t.0, andf 2 is for t,0. By plottingM /tb vs
H/t (b1g), all data points belowTC are expected to fall on
f 2 , whereas the data points aboveTC will be on f 1 . Figure
8 shows such a scaling plot both on a linear scale, wh
emphasizes the high-field data and on a log scale, wh
emphasizes the low-field data. Indeed all data points over
entire range of the variables fall on two branches of cur
depending on the sign oft.

Finally, the two predicted exponent relations we
checked.a12b1g52 ~theory!, 2.1260.13~experiment! is

FIG. 6. ~a! MS vs T, obtained fromX intercepts of Fig. 5. Inset
shows ln(MS) vs ln(utu); slope givesb50.4060.02. ~b! 1/x vs T,
obtained fromY intercepts of Fig. 5. Inset shows ln(1/x) vs ln(utu);
slope givesg51.2760.06.

FIG. 7. Critical isothermal curve ofM (H), taken from Fig. 5
zero intercept, which givesTC . Inset shows ln(M) vs ln(H) plot at
TC ; slope givesd54.1260.2.
4-5
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satisfied within experimental error. The second relationg
2b(d21)50 ~theory!, 0.0260.07 ~experiment! is very
well satisfied.

IV. DISCUSSION

The critical exponents for this experiment and theoreti
values for mean field, 3D Heisenberg, 3DXY, 3D Ising
model are listed in Table I. The critical exponentsa, b, g,
and d obtained in the present experiment are all betwe
3D-Ising-model and mean-field values. The values we fi
are completely consistent with those reported by Ghoshet al.
on a single-crystal sample, and significantly different th
those found by Mohanet al. The mean-field-like values
found by Mohanet al. suggested that long-range couplin
could be important in the manganites; the values found h
and by Ghoshet al. suggest that shorter-range coupling is
better model. The deviations from 3D Heisenberg could
due to uniaxial anisotropy causing a crossover effect to
3D Ising model with the final critical behavior visible only a
still lower reduced temperatures. We estimated the temp
ture range at which crossover occurs from the 3D Heisenb
model to the 3DXY model. The criterion for this crossove
temperature wasKH j3;kBTC , i.e., the hard-axis anisotrop
energy within the correlated volume is on the order of
thermal energy.j5j0utu2v, where the correlation-length ex
ponentv5(22a)/d50.65 is predicted by an exponent r
lation with the experimental value fora50.05. The shape
anisotropy energy at reduced temperaturet, KH(t)5KH

~300 K! MS
2(t)/MS

2~300 K! was calculated using the spont
neous magnetization from the experiment. We assumed
zero-temperature correlation lengthj0;5 Å, from the neu-
tron scattering data of the same sample.11 The error inj0
55;10 Å is not as important as the error inv. We did not
use their value ofv50.4 because this value ofv yields a
50.8, too large compared to our experiment. As a result,
get tx1;0.02 for the crossover from 3D Heisenberg to 3

FIG. 8. Scaling plot ofM /tb vs H/t (b1g) with b, g, d, andTC

values from Figs. 5–7. Different symbols represent different te
peratures. Linear plot emphasizes the difference in highH, whereas
log plot emphasizes the difference in lowH.
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XY. Likewise, the crossover from 3DXY to 3D Ising was
estimated astx2;0.004 by usingKE54.13104 dyne/cm2 in-
stead of KH . tx1 is within the experimental temperatur
range for critical exponenta. tx2 is within the experimental
temperature range for critical exponentsa andg ~see Table
I!. Therefore the anisotropy plays a big role in the critic
analysis and we do not expect to see pure 3D Heisenb
behavior within our experimental temperature range. F
thermore, the amplitude ratioA/A8 in Table I is closer to the
3D Ising ~or 3D XY! model than the 3D Heisenberg mode
All our results point towards the 3D Ising model rather th
the 3D Heisenberg model.

There are many similarities between manganites
high-TC superconductors. The short correlation length is
example. In the high-TC superconductors, there was a
analysis of crossover effects on the heat capacity
YBa2Cu3O72x from the mean-field to the 3DXY model.21

They estimated the temperature at which the fluctuation c
tribution toCP becomes as significant as the mean field. T
Ginzburg criterion,tG5(1/32p2)(kB /DCj0

3)2 was estimated
to be of the order of 1023, usingj0510 Å. If this is also the
case with LSMO, then we can expect the crossover from
mean-field to 3D Ising model sincetG is of the same order a
tx above. Our results are consistent with this analysis.
other words, the temperature region suitably describable
3D Heisenberg model can be estimated astG,t,tx . Be-
causetG is of the same order astx due to the short correla
tion length and large anisotropy, essentially we see a cr
over from the mean-field model directly to the 3D Isin
model, skipping 3D Heisenberg. In this view, the mean-fie
behavior reported by Mohanet al. can also be understood. I
we assume that the average crystallite size of their polyc
talline sample is 500 Å, then as the temperature gets clos
TC , at t;0.001 the correlation length,j5j0utu2v, would
exceed the grain size, therefore the fluctuation effects will
replaced by mean-field behavior again. Assuming the dom
size of our single-crystal sample is 5mm as observed by
SEM,11 we have to get tot;1026 to observe similar effects
Since our reduced-temperature range is larger than this,
tuation effects are still important for the single-cryst
sample.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have made magnetization and specific-heat meas
ments on a small ~sub-mg! single crystal of
La0.75Sr0.25MnO3. From the specific heat above 400 K, a
phonon modes appear to be excited, implying Debye
Einstein temperatures of less than 400 K. The phase tra
tion is very sharp, suggesting the homogeneity of the sam
with no phase separation. Good homogeneity was poss
partly due to the small size of the sample we looked at. T
critical exponenta was found to be10.0560.07. At low
temperatures, the saturation magnetization reached the
only value of 3.75mB , indicating no canting of the spins
Critical exponents derived from modified Arrot plotsb
50.4060.02, g51.2760.06, andd54.1260.2 are consis-
tent with the equalities expected from the scaling hypothe
also supporting a second-order phase transition in this m

-
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rial. All critical exponent values are between the mean-fi
and 3D Ising model. The 3D Ising model is more releva
than 3D Heisenberg due to anisotropy. Fluctuations are
portant when crystallite and magnetic domain sizes are la
Further studies of the crossover analysis will be usefu
confirm this view. Although no simple model explanation
possible, the exponent relations are well satisfied.
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